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Health and environmental risk from delays to deep sewage 

program identified 
 

A Legislative Council Committee inquiry into deep sewage in the Cockburn area has 
found the deteriorating conditions of properties in Western Australia associated with 
lack of deep sewage may pose significant health and environmental risks. 
 
The Inquiry by the Upper House Standing Committee on Environment and Public 
Affairs was begun in response to community concerns raised in a petition referred to 
the Committee. The Inquiry looked into the specific situation in Cockburn as well as 
other areas in Western Australia and the overall funding and progress of the State’s 
Infill Sewage Program.  
 
The Program was established by the State Government in 1994, aiming to provide 
100,000 sewerage connections, costed at around $800 million over 10 years, and 
should have been completed in 2005. However, annual funding for the work was 
substantially reduced by the Government in 2001 to enable “water infrastructure 
projects” to proceed, resulting in Program completion being extended to 25 years. 
This has resulted to delays in putting in deep sewage in a many areas, including 
Cockburn. 
 
The Committee found that septic systems pose serious health and environmental 
risks, which were greater than previously thought. The Water Corporation’s Capital 
Budget does not provide any funds to the Infill Sewerage Program in its forward 
estimates. The Report recommends the Government address this lack of funding and 
that such work be given the highest priority. The Committee recommends that the 
Minister for Water allocates funds to the Water Corporation in the 2010-11 budget to 
continue the Infill Sewerage Program. 
 
“The Committee was pleased to note that in November 2009 the Minister for Water 
announced that the works in Cockburn, which had been indefinitely deferred in May 
2009, would be re-started in approximately two months and completed by June 
2011.”, said the Chairman of the Committee, the Hon Brian Ellis MLC. 
 
“With the increased recognition of the importance of Perth’s groundwater in recent 
years, the necessity for deep sewage has become more apparent. Perth has a high 
level of septic tank use compared to other Australian capitals, increasing the relative 
health and environmental risks posed by events such as groundwater 
contamination.”  
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
The absence of deep sewage also affects urban planning, potentially limiting 
opportunities for urban infill and regional development. This may be an important 
consideration given the need to accommodate a growing population and health and 
environmental concerns.”, said the Chairman. 
 
The Chairman noted that all petitions presented to the Upper House are referred to 
the Committee for consideration. This Inquiry is a good example of how the Upper 
House Committee system takes up issues raised by the public in petitions. 
 
Questions regarding this Report should be addressed to Hon Brian Ellis MLC, 
Chairman, on 0429 082 332, or Ms Linda Omar, Committee Clerk, on 9222 7207, or 
emailed to lomar@parliament.wa.gov.au. 
 
 
 
 
 
Ends. 


